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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a complete non-archimedean valued field. 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group. 
G has a x-valued invariant measure if and only if it has an open compact q-free 
subgroup where q is the characteristic of the residue class field of Z 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G and let G/H be the space of all left cosets of 
H in G. 
Even if G has a ;Y-valued invariant measure, G/H does not need to have one. 
Nevertheless G/H always has a x-valued quasi-invariant measure in that 
case. 
II. FUNCTIONS AND MEASURES 
Let X be a complete non-archimedean valued field. 
Let X be a locally compact zerodimensional space. 
Let B,(X) be the ring of all open compact subsets of X. 
If A is an element of B,(X) then &A) will be the x-valued characteristic func- 
tion of A. 
Let BC(X) be the space of all bounded continuous x-valued functions on X. 
With the norm #f II=: SUP,,~ 1 f(x)1 (f E BC(X)), BC(X) becomes a non-archi- 
median Banach space over X: 
With the seminorms p,(f) =: 1 f (x)1 (x E X, f E Be(X)), BC(X) becomes a non- 
archimedean locally convex space over x: 
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The topology (resp. uniformity) on E(X) induced by the norm 11 11 will be 
called the uniform topology (resp. uniformity). 
The topology (resp. uniformity) on BC(X) induced by the seminormsp,(xoX) 
will be called the pointwise topology (resp. uniformity). 
Let BIT(X) be the space of all bounded Q-uniformly continuous Y-valued 
functions on X where Q is a non-archimedean uniformity on X compatible with 
the topology on X. 
Let C,(X) be the space of all continuous x-valuedfunctions on X which vanish 
at infinity. 
Both SW(X) and C,(X) are subspaces of BC(X). 
In,the same way as BC(X), SW(X) and C,(X) can be made into a non-archi- 
medean Banach space and a non-archimedean locally convex space over SK 
Let M”(X) be the space of all bounded additive Y-valued functions on B,(X). 
The elements of M”(X) will be called measures on X. 
With the norm [ILlI =: sup ~~4~~) IA(A)1 (A EM”‘(X)), M”(X) becomes a non- 
archimedean Banach space over x. 
(M”(X), 1 I) is the dual space of (C,(X), 1) II). The duality is given by: 
(f, 4 -, j, f dA = I, f(x) dW) (f E C,(X), L E M”(X)). 
Let A be an element of M”(X). 
For every x in X we can define NA(x) =: infA 3x supBcA IA(B 
For every A in B,(X) we have supBcA IA(B)1 = supxEA NA(x). 
In particular l/All = sup,,x NA(x). 
With the seminorms qx(A) =: N*(x) (XE X, A EM”(X)), M”(X) becomes a non- 
archimedean Iocah’y convex space over ZK 
The topology (resp. uniformity) on M”(X) induced by the norm 11 # will be 
called the strong topology (resp. uniformity). 
The topology (resp. uniformity) on M”(X) induced by the seminorms qx 
(XE X) will be called the weak topology (resp. uniformity). 
If L is an element of M”(X) and g is an element of BC(X) we can define an 
element gl of M”(X) by setting: 
Sx f dgl =: I, fg Wf E C,(X)). 
It is not difficult to see that Ngl(x) = [g(x)1 NA(x) (XE X). 
III. GROUPS AND HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group. 
For every open compact subgroup K of G we can define an equivalence relation 
on G by setting: 
s-te,sK=tK(resp.s-te,Ks=Kt) (s,tcG). 
Using these equivalence relations we can define the so called left (resp. right) 
group uniformity on G which is compatible with the topology on G. 
Let BLCJC(G) (resp. BRUC(G)) be the space of all bounded left (resp. right) 
uniformly continuous Z-valued functions on G. 
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If f is an element of K(G) and s is an element of G, we can define an element 
R, f (resp. L,f) of BC(G) by setting: 
R,f(t) =:f(ts) (resp. &f(t) =:f(st)) (?E G). 
If f is an element of E(G) then the functions s + L, f and s + R, f from G to 
E(G) are continuous for the pointwise topology on E(G). An element f of 
E(G) is an element of BLUC(G) (resp. BRUC(G)) if and only if the function 
s-* R,f (resp. s+L,f) from G to BC(G) is continuous for the uniform 
topology on BC(G). 
It is important to notice that C,(G) is a subspace of BLUC(G) (resp. BRUC(G)). 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Let G/H be the set of all left cosets of H in G. 
Let K: G *G/H be the natural quotient map from G to G/H. With the 
quotient topology G/H becomes a locally compact zerodimensional space. 
G has an action on G/H by setting: 
s(n(t)) =: Ir(st) (SE G, n(t) E G/H). 
For every open compact subgroup K of G we can define an equivalence relation 
on G/H by setting: 
n(s) - n(t) cs n(Ks) = n(Kt) (R(S), n(t) E G/H). 
Using these equivalence relations we can define the so called homogeneous 
uniformity on G/H which is compatible with the topology on G/H. 
Let BUC(G/H) be the space of all bounded uniformly continuous Y-valued 
functions on G/H. 
If f is an element of BC(G/H) and s is an element of G we can define an element 
L,f of BC(G/H) by setting: 
L&r(t)) =:j@(st)) (a(t) E G/H). 
If f is an element of BC(G/H) then the function s+L,f from G to BC(G/H) is 
continuous for the pointwise topology on BC(G/H). 
An element f of BC(G/H) is an element of BClC(G/H) if and only if the 
function s-*L,f from G to BC(G/H) is continuous for the uniform topology 
on BC(G/H). 
It is important to notice that C,(G/H) is a subspace of BUC(G/H). 
IV. INVARIANT MEASURES 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group. 
Let ), be an element of M”(G) and s an element of G. We can define an element 
A, of M”(G) by setting: 
Jof d&Z,=: So L,f dA C~E’XG)). 
An element A of M”(G) is called invariant if for every s in G we have A, = L. 
From now on we will suppose that G has an open compact q-free subgroup 
where q is the characteristic of the residue class field of X: 
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In that case G has an invariant measure m which is unique up to an element a 
of X 
We will use the notation jo f(s) dm(s) = jo f(s) ds cfc C,(G)). 
V. CHARACTERS 
A character of G is a function x: G-Y with 
1) x is continuous 
2) XC@ = x(s)xW 6, t E G) 
3) 1x1 El. 
VI. RELATIVELY INVARIANT MEASURES 
An element 1 of M”(G) is called relatively invariant if for every s in G we 
have I, = x(s)A for some element x(s) of x 
VII. PROPOSITION 
A is a relatively invariant measure on G if and only if L = xm where x is a 
character of G and m is an invariant measure on G.. 
PROOF: left to the reader. 
VIII. QUASI-INVARIANT MEASURES 
Every character x: G+X is left uniformly continuous. Therefore, if 1 is a 
relatively invariant measure on G, there exists a bounded left uniformly conti- 
nuous function s-)x(s) from G to X, such that for every s in G we have AS = x(s)k 
This leads to the following definition: 
An element A of M”(G) is called quasi-invariant if there exists a bounded left 
uniformly continuous function s+Lp, from G to BC(G) with the pointwise 
uniformity, such that for every s in G we have I, = t!JJ. 
IX. PROPOSITION 
A is a quasi-invariant measure on G if and only if A =fm where f is an 
invertible element of BRUC(G) and m is an invariant measure on G. 
PROOF: 
a) Let ), be a quasi-invariant measure on G. We see that 
&(r) = &(r)ti& lr) (s, t, r E G) 
Let f : G+Y be defined by f(s) =: ~9,~ ,(e) (s E G). We see that f is an invertible 
element of BRUC(G). 
Let g be an element of C,(G). 
So LgWV-’ WO=Sc g(t)~~-l,(e)-‘~~(t).dl(t) 
= j. g(t)Lps(t)-‘rst-l(e)-‘r9,0 dA(t) 
= IG g(WW- ’ W) 
and we see that f -‘1 is an invariant measure on G. 
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b) Let ,l=fm where f is an invertible element of BZ?UC(G) and m is an 
invariant measure on G. Define 
5 Ilf-‘II ma [If(t)-f(r)L If(s-lC--f(s-l~)Il 
11 fls - 6 1) = SuPt E G 1 fls@) - 6(t) 1 
=SUPrEG fw’o 
I 
fv-‘0 --- f(f) f(t) I 
5 IIf - ’ I( SUPre G If@- ‘t) -f(r- ‘t) I 
From these three inequalities we see that s+& is a bounded left uniformly 
continuous function from G to BRUC(G) with the uniform uniformity. 
Let g be an element of C,(G). 
j‘- g d& = jG &St) WI = j‘- &t)ftf(t) dt = jG g(t)f@- ‘t) dt 
=jc g(t)fl$ f(t) dt = jG &Y(t)&(t) W) 
= jG gVs dl = jG g d&A. 
and we see that A, = VJ (s E G). 
X. REMARK 
It is clear from the proof of our foregoing proposition that in our definition 
of quasi-invariant measures we could have replaced the pointwise uniformity on 
BC(G) by the uniform uniformity on E(G). It is also clear that we could have 
replaced BC(G) by BRIE(G). 
Xl. DEFINITIONS 
Let G be a locally compact zerodimensional group with invariant measure m. 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. H has also an invariant measure n. 
Let A be the modularfunction on G. 
Let 6 be the modular function on H. 
Let f be an element of C,,,(G). 
We can define an element fe of C,(G/H) by setting: 
f$r(s)) =: jHf(St) dt (n(s) E G/H). 
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The map f-f4 from C,(G) to C,(G/H) is linear and continuous. Using 
duality we can define a linear and continuous map A+A# from M”(G/H) to 
M”(G). We have 
jofdA2#=jG,Hf~dA. 
XII. LEMMA 
Let K be an open compact q-free subgroup of G. 
There exists a function r: G+x with 
1) r is constant on the right cosets of K. 
2) For every compact subset Y of G/H, supp (r) f~ [Un(sJE y sH] is compact. 
3) 1 r 1 = 1 on supp (r). 
4) PEl. 
PROOF: 
G has a decomposition into (K, H)-double cosets: G = UxeX KxH. 
Define r: G-+X by setting: 
r(s)=Oifs$U,,xKx 
r(s) = n(Hflx- ‘Kx) if s E Kx for some (unique) x E X. 
1) and 3) are trivial. 
2): If Y is a compact subset of G/H, there exist (xk)r 5kSn in X with 
U n(s) e Y SHC u; = 1 KX/cH. 
We see that 
supp (r) fl [UztSjE y sH] C U;= i Kxk and we are done. 
4): Every element s of G has an unique decomposition s = qxp (q E K, x E X, 
p E H). We see that 
j,c, W) dt = j, r(qwt) dt = j, r(w) dt 
now qxt E lJxeX Kxo qxt E Kx o t E x- ‘Kx and we are done. 
XIII. PROPOSITION 
The continuous linear map f-f4 from C,(G) to C,(G/H) has a continuous 
linear retract. 
PROOF: 
Let f be an element of C,(G/H). Using property 2) of the foregoing lemma 
we can define an element Rf of C,(G) by setting: 
Rf=: r-(fo n). 
Using property 4) of the foregoing lemma we see that [Rf]” =f. 
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XIV. REMARK 
a) It is easy to see that the continuous linear map f+Rf from C,(G/H) to 
C,(G) is an isometry. 
b) Let B be an element of B,(G). 
It is clear that supp (r(B)@) c n(B). 
We can always find a retract R with supp (R([(a(B)))) c B. 
(B is a finite union of right cosets of an open compact q-free subgroup K of G. 
Using this K we can always define our function r such that supp (r) n BHc B). 
XV. PROPOSITION 
Let A be an element of M”(G/H). 
For every s in G we have NA # (s) = N*(n(s)). 
PROOF: 
First of all we see that B,(G/H) = {n(A); A E B,(G)) 
a) NAx(s)=inf~.sw~c~ I~#VOI 
= inf, 3S ~UPB~A I SG,H tWb dl I 
5 in& 3s suck su~,(t)~ n(~) NAM)) 
~NAOW). 
b) 4(W) = infA 3s ~~PKA I4MV I 
= infA 3S SUPB~A JG R(ttMBN) a# 
5 infA 3S SUPKA SupteE N,e W 
‘NA, (9. 
XVI. REMARK 
It is easy to see that the continuous linear map A+Iz# from Mm(G/H) to 
M”(G) is an isometry. 
XVII. DEFINITION 
Let f be an element of BC(G) and t an element of H. We can define an 
element Pt f of BC(G) by setting 
P,j@)=:6(t)-‘f(st-‘) (LEG). 
XVIII. PROPOSITION 
Let p be an element of M”(G). There exists an element A of M”(G/H) with 
p = A# if and only if for every f in C,(G) and every t in H 
jr-j f dcc = SG Ptf dp (*) 
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PROOF: 
a) It is easy to verify that (P&e =p cf~ C,(G), t E H). Suppose now that 
p=A#. We see that 
SGPlfdCL=SGPrfdl#=IG(P,f)bd~=IGf~d~=IGfd~#=SGfd~. 
b) Suppose now that for every f in C,(G) and every t in H we have (*). 
IO W% dp = So SH 4MN dt MS) 
= j. j, r(st- ‘)6(t)- ‘f&s) dt d/&) 
= So f(s)( 5, W- WV- ’ W &44 
= So f(s)( S, r(sO W d/44 
=5,f(s)&4s)=jcfd~. 
If $’ =O then also jo f dp = 0. Therefore we can define an element A of 
Mm(G/H) with 
j,,~f~d~=Scf+- 
It is clear that p = A#. 
XIX. COROLLARY 
Let f be an element of BC(G). There exists an element A of Mm(G/H) with 
A# =fm if and only if for every s in G and every t in H we have f(st) = 
= (6/d)(t~s). 
PROOF: left to the reader. 
XX. DEFINITION 
Let A be an element of Mm(G/H) and s an element of G. We can define an 
element As of M”(G/H) by setting: 
IO/H f d& = SC L,f dl U-6 C, (G/H)). 
It is easy to verify that for every A in M”(G/H) and every s in G (A$+ = (A#X. 
XXI. DEFINITIONS 
Let A be an element of M”(G/H). 
1) A is invaknt if for every s in G we have &=A. 
2) 1 is relatively invariant if for every s in G we have A, =x(s)A for some 
element x(s) of A 
3) A is quasi-invariant if there exists a bounded left uniformly continuous 
function s+ ts, from G to BC(G/H) with the pointwise uniformity such that for 
every s in G we have II, = &A. 
XXII. PROPOSITION 
Let A be an element of Mm(G/H). 
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1) A is invariant if and only if A# is invariant. 
2) 3, is relatively invariant if and only if A# is relatively invariant. 
3) I is quasi-invariant if and only if A# is quasi-invariant. 
PROOF: 
1) and 2) are trivial. 
3) follows from the following: if for every s in G there exists an element pS of 
BC(G) with (A#), = cpJ# then pS has to be constant on the left cosets of H. The 
rest is left to the reader. 
XXIII. THEOREM 
1) G/H has an invariant measure if and only iffor every t in H d(t) = s(t). 
2) G/H has a relatively invariant measure if and only if there exists a 
character x of G with X(t) = (6/d)(t) for every t in H. 
3) G/H always has a quasi-invariant measure. This quasi-invariant measure 
is unique up to an invertible element of BUC(G/H). 
PROOF: 
Again 1) and 2) are trivial. 
The unicity question of 3) is left to the reader. We will prove the existence of 
a quasi-invariant measure. Therefore we have to find an invertible element Q of 
BRUC(G) such that for every tin Hand every s in G we have q(st) = (6/d)(t)&). 
Let K be an open compact q-free subgroup of G. Let G = UxeX KxH be a 
decomposition of G into (K,H)-double cosets. Every s in G has a unique 
decomposition s = qxp (q E K, x E X, p E H). Define 
Q(S) =: (d/A)(p) (s E G). 
If KS = Kr and if s has a decomposition s = qxp then r has a decomposition 
r = q’xp and we see that Q is constant on the right cosets of K. 
It is clear that 1~1 11. 
If s is an element of G with decomposition s = qxp, then for every t in H the 
element st of G has a decomposition st = qxpt. We see that 
.Q(st) = (cvLl)(pt) = (6/d)(t)(cvd)@) = (6/d)(t)@(s). 
It is clear that .Q satisfies the properties we needed. 
XXIV. REMARK 
It is clear that for every open compact subgroup K of G we can find a quasi- 
invariant measure I( on G/H with ,fP = em where I@ 1 E 1 and Q is constant on 
the right cosets of K. 
Let p be a quasi-invariant measure on G/H with p# = em. 





Let Y be a complete non-archimedean valued field. Let k be its residue class 
field and p = char (k). 
Let Y be a locally compact non-archimedean valued field. Let I be its residue 
class field and q=char (I). 
1) If char (9) =0 then Y is a finite extension of Q4. 
2) If char (9) #0 then Y is a finite extension of FJX), the formal Laurent 
series over the field IF,. 
Let m be dim (Y/Q) if char (Y)=O or dim (Y/F@)) if char (U)#O. 
Let B be the valuation ring of 3 
If p # q then Y has a unique X-valued invariant measure m for which m(xB) = 
= 1 x 1 m (here we consider 1 x 1 m as an element of X!). In what follows we will use 
the notation (x) = IX/~. 
Let GL,(Y) be the group of all invertible nxn matrices over 9 
Let GT’(Y) be the group of all invertible nxn uppertriangular matrices over JZ 
If A is the modular function of GL,( 9) then d(x) = 1 for every x = (xii), cijsn in 
%W). 
If 6 is the modular function of GT,(Y) then 6(x) = flf=i (Xii)2i-n-1 for every 
X=(Xij)l~i~jsn in GT,(Y). 
We will prove: 
1) The homogeneous pace GL,(Y)/GT,(Y) has no relatively invariant 
measure. 
2) The homogeneous pace GT,(5?2)/GT,(Yl) (where Y2.PPl) has a rela- 
tively invariant measure but has no invariant measure. 
PROOF: 
1) If GL,(Y)/GT,,(U) has a relatively invariant measure there exists a 
character x of GL,(Y) with x(x) = 6(x) for every x in GT,(Y). We also have 
x(x) = v(det (x)) for every x in GL,(Y) where v/ is a character of 3 Define 
X=(xij)Ilidjsn in GT,(Y) by setting: 
xii=0 if i#j 
Xii=a if i>(n/2) 
Xii = 1 if i = (n/2) (ae ~\P-W 
Xii=a-l if i<(n/2) 
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We see that 1 = y/(det (x)) =x(x) = 6(x) = 1 a 1 m(n2’2). Therefore we see that 1 (I I= 1 
which is a contradiction because we may choose a arbitrarily. 
2) Define x=(xg)i liljsn in GT,,(Yi) by setting: 
xii=0 if i#j 
xi, =q if char (F)=O or x,i =Xif char (4”)#0 
Xi;=1 if i>l 
We see that 
(6,/82)(x) = (4 m2-m1Fn 
and we may conclude that GT,,(Y2)/GT,(Y1) has no invariant measure. 
We can define a character x of GT’(Y2) by setting 
XQ= II?=1 ((N,;/~,Cvii));“1’m2/(Yii)2i-~-1 
ot =cyii>l sisjsn GTn(-W)- 
It is clear that for every x in GT,, x(x)=(6i/a2)(x) and we see that GTn(Y2)/ 
GT,,(Y,) has a relatively invariant measure. 
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